I. Introduction. Let {fn)(w)/n\}'.0 be the sequence of coefficients in the power-series expansion of the entire function/^0 about the point w. Since the power-series of / about w converges absolutely everywhere in the plane, the sequence {|/(B)(w)|/rc! j "_0 must approach zero. Consequently, there exists for each point w a nonnegative integer n = n(w) such that \fM(w)\/n\ is a maximal coefficient. Let c/(w) denote this maximal coefficient and let I(w) be the largest value of n for which \fM(w)\/n\=cf(w).
Definition.
If there is an integer TV such that I(w)^N for all points w, then / is said to be of bounded index and the smallest such integer, which we will denote by 1(f), is called the index of/.
In view of the above definition, it is clear that
cf(w) = max{ l/W | , \f'(w) \ , |/«>(») | /2!, • • • , |/t»>í» | /TV!},
for all points w whenever/ is of bounded index with index ^ TV. B. Lepson [l ] raised the problem of characterizing entire functions of bounded index. In what follows, we shall give certain answers to Lepson's problem. We will prove the following three properties of entire functions of bounded index:
(i) The function c¡ satisfies an inequality similar to Harnack inequality for positive harmonic functions. That is, if ß# denotes the class of all entire functions of bounded index with index 1(f) g TV and D be a bounded set, then there exists a positive constant p, depending only on the diameter of D and the integer TV, such that the inequality
is true for any two points z and w of D and any member / of fij\r.
(ii) Any sequence {fn}ñ-i belonging to the family ily is normal if and only if there is a subsequence of the sequence {c/,}«-i which is bounded at a single point. Furthermore, the limit function of any almost uniformly convergent subsequence of {/B},T-i is also of bounded index with index ^ TV.
(iii) The index TV and the maximal function c¡ for an exponential function / characterizes the function completely.
II. An inequality for the maximal function c¡. We begin with the following lemma. Since the above power-series is absolutely convergent and the geometric series 23o° |s-w| " is convergent for \z-w\ <1, it follows that
for all z, w satisfying \z -w\ <1. Now, considering the power-series for the entire function/01 about w and noting that the series 2"-j n{n -1) • • • («-j + l)rn_', which is obtained by differentiating (term-by-term) the geometric series ¿Lo" r"i times successively, converges to j\/{\ ~f)i+\ for \r\ <1, we
for ail z, w satisfying |z-w\ ^1/2. Clearly we can interchange the role of z and w in the inequality (3) and hence the lemma is proved. To complete the proof we need only to choose p = 2mN+m. Definition.
A sequence {/"}" °f entire functions is said to be almost uniformly convergent in the plane, if it converges uniformly on every compact subset of the plane.
As an application of the inequality (4), we will now prove the following theorem regarding the normality of any subfamily of Q,N Theorem 2. Let {fn}ñ-i be a sequence such that for each positive integer n, /" is in Í2#.
(0 {/»I" ** normal, i.e., there exists a subsequence {f*t}î of {fn}î such that {ft } * is almost uniformly convergent in the plane to an entire function g, if and only if there is a subsequence {c/r} f of the sequence I cf» i T which is bounded at a single point.
(ii) If {/"} " is almost uniformly convergent in the plane to an entire function g, then g is of bounded index with index ^ TV.
Proof. Suppose that {/n}" is normal and {ft}" be a subsequence which is almost uniformly convergent in the plane to an entire function g. Let w be a point and e be a positive number. Since the sequence {ftU)(w)/j\}t-i converges to g<» This shows that the subsequence {c/î}"_i of the sequence {c/,,}^ is bounded at the point w. (In fact, we have proved that the subse-¡May quence |c/j}j"is bounded at each point of the plane.) Conversely, let w be a point and {c/j} ™_ i be a subsequence of {c/B}" such that {C/j} " is bounded at w. Let 5 be a compact 6et of the plane. We can find a bounded set S such that wES and SçS. There is a positive number M such that cfk{w)^M for all k. By Theorem 1, there is a positive number p=p{S), depending only on S (hence on 5) and N such that Corollary.
If an entire function f is of bounded index with index zero, then it is an exponential of the form eaz+b, where a and b are constants and \a\ ^1.
